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5

Abstract6

Automated road lane detection is the crucial part of vision-based driver assistance system of7

intelligent vehicles. This driver assistance system reduces the road accidents, enhances safety8

and improves the traffic conditions. In this paper, we present an algorithm for detecting9

marks of road lane and road boundary with a view to the smart navigation of intelligent10

vehicles. Initially, it converts the RGB road scene image into gray image and employs the11

flood-fill algorithm to label the connected components of that gray image. Afterwards, the12

largest connected component which is the road region is extracted from the labeled image13

using maximum width and no. of pixels. Eventually, the outside region is subtracted and the14

marks or road lane and road boundary are extracted from connected components. The15

experimental results show the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm on both straight and16

slightly curved road scene images under different day light conditions and the presence of17

shadows on the roads.18

19

Index terms— Driver Assistance System, Computer Vision, Flood-fill Algorithm, Connected Component,20
Intelligent Vehicles.21
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eal-time automated road lane detection is an indispensable part of intelligent vehicle safety system. The most35
significant development for intelligent vehicles is driver assistance system. This driver assistance system holds36
great promise in increasing safety, convenience and efficiency of driving. The driver assistance system involves37
camera-assisted system which takes the real-time images from the surroundings of the vehicle and displays relevant38
information to the driver. Thus, intelligent vehicles automatically collect the road lane information and vehicle39
position relative to the lane. Consequently, the system used by the intelligent vehicles provides the means to alert40
the drivers which are swerving off the lane without prior use of the blinker. So, intelligent vehicles will clearly41
enhance traffic safety if they are extensively taken into use. Fatalities and injuries resulting from road accidents42
have become the common phenomenon in Bangladesh and Asian countries.43
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Hence, intelligent vehicle safety system can offer the reduction of fatalities and injuries by means of giving44
warning to the unaware drivers about the danger. Computer Vision based on image processing deals with the45
issues for sensing the environment in intelligent transportation system. The vision-based automated road lane46
detection approach emphasizes to identify the road lane markings along with road boundaries. Simultaneous47
detection of road lane markings and road boundaries is necessary for proper orientation of intelligent vehicles.48
This detection process is likely to be obstructed by the presence of other vehicles on the same lane and shadows49
on the road caused by trees, buildings etc. before a vehicle. This approach can also be affected on curved50
roads instead of straight roads and under different day light conditions. So, road lane detection attracted many51
researchers in recent decades and researchers had carried out many works to detect road lane from intelligent52
vehicles. According to research [1], a novel road lane detection approach was proposed based on lane geometrical53
features associated with the geometrical relationship between camera and road that reduces the computation cost.54
The method using HSI color model was also proposed in lane-marking detection [8]. In [5], authors suggested55
a framework fusing color, texture and edges to recognize the lane of country roads. A computer visionbased56
approach was proposed to detect multiple lanes on straight and curved roads in [2]. The occlusion conditions57
of road lane detection were ignored there. Authors applied Hough transformation to detect lane in various58
cases [2,4,9]. However, the algorithm based on Hough Transform requires more memory and high computational59
time. For traffic safety, lane detection for moving vehicles was designed in [6] despite having the same color of60
vehicles as the line marks and passing traffic. Apart from that, distribution of color components was measured to61
detect urban traffic images in [7]. However, in case of various meteorological and lighting conditions (day, night,62
sunny, rainy, snowy) and road conditions (occlusion, degraded road markings), noises significantly undermine the63
estimation result of road parameters in previous methods. To resolve this problem, Chen [3] proposed a robust64
algorithm for lane detection under various bad scenes. For road scene image, we can divide it into two main65
parts: the upper part and the lower part. It is true that the lower part usually contains more important objects66
than the upper one does. Conventionally, road lane detection algorithms ignore the upper part directly to reduce67
searching area and to aim for shortening its processing time.68

This paper presents road lane detection algorithm using labeling based on flood-fill algorithm, feature69
extraction and filtering. This algorithm is capable to detect lane on straight and curved roads under different70
day light conditions, shadows and other noises. Here, the whole road scene images are employed. The paper is71
organized as follows. In Section II, we introduce the environmental conditions assumed in this paper. The road72
lane detection algorithm is proposed in Section III. In Section IV, we provide experimental results to evaluate73
the performance of our algorithm. Eventually, we conclude this paper in Section V.74

Environmental conditions play an important role while road lanes are being detected. Road scene images can75
vary for different weather conditions like A road region marked by red color is shown in Fig. 3(a). The outside76
environment of road region does not belong to the region of interest. The algorithm searches pixels horizontally77
from left to right and from right to left simultaneously, marks those pixels by green color which is not part of red78
region and looks for red region as search goes on. After finding red region, it stops searching in this row and goes79
to the next row and does the same task. Outside region marked by green color is shown in Fig. 3(b).Outside80
region is not subtracted properly yet and will be subtracted by using some attributes in the next stage. The81
flowchart of labeling is depicted in Fig. 4.82

2 i.83

Conversion from RGB to Gray Image RGB images are composed of three independent channels for red, green84
and blue primary color components. So, for RGB to grayscale conversion, primarily we take three channel values85
of each pixel and make an average of those values which is the gray-level value for the corresponding pixel in the86
grayscale image. Pixels throughout the RGB image are scanned and this procedure is applied to convert it into87
grayscale image.88

ii.89

3 Apply Flood-fill Algorithm90

Flood fill is an algorithm that determines the connected area to a given node in a multi-dimensional array. We91
have used flood fill algorithm to detect different connected components. The algorithm takes three parameters:92
a start node, a target intensity value and a replacement integer value. We utilize the algorithm to check all nodes93
in the array that are connected to the start node by a path of the target intensity value and modify them by the94
replacement integer value. Thus, we figure out the region of relatively similar intensity.95

4 b) Feature Extraction96

Feature extraction is the next stage of our algorithm. At this stage, width of each connected component is97
calculated. For finding the width, the algorithm searches the grid of pixels horizontally and keeps track of98
current width if it is greater than previously stored width for a connected component. Next, we consider number99
of pixels in each connected component. For finding total number of pixels in a connected component, it searches100
throughout the labeled image and counts the number for each we do not have any concern with the region which101
does not belong to the road. Hence, we work with the regions that are on the road. On the road, lots of unwanted102
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region may be found. To subtract those regions we use two attributes, one is lane width and another is lane103
intensity. In Fig. ??(a), if any regions width is greater than one by eighteenth times of original image width then104
subtract the region because width of road lane lies inside this value. The output using this attribute is shown in105
Fig. ??(b). And if any pixel has lower intensity value than 170 then subtract these pixels because road lanes are106
white. The output using this attribute is shown in Fig. ?? 1 2 3 4
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Figure 1: Fig. 1 :
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Figure 2: Fig. 2 :than 8 .
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Figure 3: Fig. 3 :
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Figure 4: Fig. 4 :
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Figure 6:
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Figure 7: Fig. 9 :
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Figure 8: Figure 9
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Parameter Values
Connectivity (intensity difference) <8
Lane width (ratio) < (1/18) th times of original im-

age width
Lane intensity > 170

Figure 9: Table 1 :
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An automated road lane detection algorithm on images taken from an intelligent vehicle is proposed in this108
paper. The algorithm starts with the conversion of color (RGB) road scene image to grayscale image. The flood-109
fill algorithm is used to label the connected components of grayscale image. The largest connected component110
is extracted from labeled image subsequently. Finally, the unwanted region of road scene image is subtracted111
and the extracted connected component is filtered to detect white marks of road lane and road boundary. The112
algorithm is tested on a good number of road scene images. These images are taken from straight and slightly113
curved road under different day light and occlusion (of vehicles and people) conditions. Experimental results114
show that the algorithm achieves good accuracy despite the shadow conditions of road. However, the road lane115
detection algorithm still has some problems such as critical shadow condition of the image and color of road116
lanes other than white. Therefore, our future work will be the improvement of the algorithm to overcome these117
problems.118
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